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Abstract. We show the existence of almost flat affine structures on the three-

dimensional sphere, and prove that the Pontryagin numbers serve as the ob-

struction to the existence of such structures.

In affine geometry, it is a natural and fundamental question whether a given

manifold M admits a torsion free flat affine connection or not. Concerning this

problem, it is classically well known that the «-dimensional sphere S" does not
admit such a connection for n > 2 because the fundamental group of Sn is not

infinite. (See [1].) In this note, we show that in the three-dimensional case, this

non-existence is a subtle result, i.e., there exists an almost flat torsion free affine
connection on S3. To state the precise result, we first introduce the following

concept.

Definition. A Riemannian manifold (M, g) is called almost affinely flat if for
any positive real number e, there exists a torsion free affine connection V

such that the norm of the curvature of V satisfies ||i?|| < e at every point of

M, where the norm ||i?|| is determined by the metric g. (Explicitly, \\R\\ =

{1/2 • Zukl(RU2y/2 > where R(x>>xj)xk = EtR'kijXi, and {X,, ... , Xn}
is an orthonormal basis of TXM.)

Note that, on a compact manifold, the notion does not depend on the metric,

because the norms of tensor fields with respect to different metrics are within

constants of each other. Now, our main result is stated as follows.

Theorem. The three-dimensional sphere S3 is almost affinely flat.

Proof. To prove this theorem, we explicitly construct a family of connections V

depending on a real parameter t £ R\{0} such that the norm of the curvature

of V with respect to the standard metric goes to 0 as /-»0. Actually, by
regarding S3, as a Lie group, we can find such connections in the left-invariant

category.
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Let {X\, X2, Xi} be an orthonormal left-invariant vector field on S3 such

that the bracket operation is given by

[Xx, X2] = 2X3,        [X2, X3] = 2Xi,        [X3,X{\ = 2X2.

Using these vector fields, we define a left-invariant torsion free affine connection

by

VXlXl = t-Xl, VXlXx=t-X2, VXiXi = t>X3,

VXiX2 = t-X2 + 2X3,       VX2X2 = -4/t-Xx,    VX}X2 = -XX,

VXlX3 = -2X2 + t>X3,    VX2X3 = XU Vx,X3 = -4/t-Xx.

(This connection is actually SO(2)-right invariant, i.e., it satisfies the additional
equalities

[Xx, VXiXj] = V[Xl,Xi]Xj + VX\XX, Xj]

for i, j = 1,2,3.) Then by an easy calculation, we know that the curvature

of this connection is given by

^223 = ^323 = -3i     and other    Rkij = °-

For example, the 1/i-terms drop out by computations like

R(XX, X2)X2 = VXlVX2X2 - VXlVxX2 - 2VXiX2

= VXl (-4/Í • Xx) - VXl[t • X2 + 2X3) + 2XX

= -A/t -(t-Xx)- t(-4/t • Xx) - 2XX + 2XX
-0.

Therefore, ||J?||2 = 1/2 • ¿Zijki(R'kij)2 = 18i2 -^ 0 as ? -^ 0, which proves the

theorem.   D

Remark. The norm of the curvature of the bi-invariant affine connection on
S3 given by VXiXj = 1/2 • [X¡, Xj] is equal to \/6, and hence this canonical

connection does not give the minimum of the function ||7?|| in the set of all

left-invariant torsion free affine connections. But, by direct calculations, we can

show that this connection gives the local minimum of \\R\\.
We do not know whether the result in this theorem holds for general S"

(n = 2, n > 4). But not all compact manifolds are almost affinely flat. In

fact, as we show in the next proposition, the Pontryagin numbers serve as the

obstruction to the existence of such connections.

Proposition. Let M4n be an almost affinely flat An-dimensional compact ori-
ented manifold. Then the Pontryagin numbers of M4n all vanish.

Proof. Let L(M) —> M be the frame bundle of M with structure group

GL(4«, R), and let œ be the connection 1-form on L(M) corresponding to

V. Then, by the Chern-Weil theory, each Pontryagin number p is expressed

as p — fM /(ii), where Q is the curvature form of œ and / is an invariant

polynomial of GL(4«, R) with degree 2« (cf. [4; II], [6]). Then, by using the

pointwise inequality \R'kl..| < \\R\\ < e, we can easily prove

\P\ [ f(a)
JM

2«,< const • eMvol(M),

and hence, the Pontryagin number p must vanish.   D
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As an example, from this proposition, it follows that the complex projective

space P2n(C) is not almost affinely flat because the Pontryagin numbers of

P2n(C) are not zero (cf. [6]).

Remark. In [3], Gromov introduced the concept of almost flat (e- flat) man-

ifolds in the category of Riemannian geometry. (See also [2].) In contrast to

our case, the three-dimensional sphere S3 (with any Riemannian metric) is

not e-flat in this sense for sufficiently small e because S3 is not covered by a

nilmanifold (cf. [2, p. 9]). We also remark that in the Riemannian case, the

value of the curvature tensor R'kj. of the Riemannian connection is unchanged

even if we multiply the metric g by a positive constant. In particular, by this

modification, the value of the norm \\R\\ is unchanged for fixed || ||.

In the special case where M is a compact semi-simple Lie group, it is an

interesting problem to determine the value inf ||.R|| in the set of all left-invariant

torsion free affine connections, where the norm | | is determined by a bi-

invariant metric. For example, in the case of S3 or SO(3), we have clearly

inf||i?|| = 0 from Theorem. In [5], it is proved that a semi-simple Lie group

does not admit a torsion free left-invariant flat affine connection. But, this result

does not imply inf||i?|| > 0 as the above example shows.
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